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Part 1:Complete each blank with ONE given word. There are more words than needed.
(1.5ms)
although at so for
after watching doesn’t
look
because
isn’t
1. Your sister works in a foreign company, …………..she?
2. “I can’t find my wallet, Tom” – “Don’t worry. I’ll help you to ………………. for it”
3. Who’s going to look ……… the children while you’re away?
4. Lan studied hard, …………….. she completed her exam successfully.
5. My sister loves ……………………………the stars at night.
6. Lam passed the test successfully………………… he worked very hard.
Part 2: Match the beginnings to the correct endings. Number 0 is an example. (1.5ms)
Beginnings
Endings
0.E The exam was
A. rice won’t grow well.
1. Would you like some more bread?
B. That’s a good idea.
2. What would you like to drink?
C. he went to the party.
3. Although he wasn’t invited,
D. the weather would be fine tomorrow.
4. If the rice paddies are polluted,
E. more difficult than I expected.
5. I wish
F. Milk, please.
6. The weather is very nice. Let’s go on a picnic! G. No, thanks.
Part 3: Give the correct form of the verb or words in brackets. (2,0 ms)
1. Famous places in Ha Noi ………………….……..…every year.
(visit)
2. Lan …………....…. to Ho Chi Minh city with her family last summer. (move)
3. Those students …………………........up the mountain to visit the shrine of a Vietnamese
hero at present.
(walk)
4. If we use much pesticide on vegetables, the vegetables………………..….poisonous and
inedible. (become)
5. What have fashion designers done to ………………the ao dai?
(modern)
6. A computer can gather a lot of ………….………for different purposes.
(inform)
7. In order to keep our environment …………….…….., we shouldn’t drop litter in public
places. (pollute)
8. Our teacher is pleased that we solved the problems ………………….. (effect)
Part 4: Each sentence has a mistake. Find the mistakes and correct them.(1.0m)
Ex: My teacher advised me study hard for the next semester.
study → to study
1. You have read this interesting article on the website, have you ?
2. People have to wear gauze masks in the streets although there is too much exhaust fume.
3. His house looks very large and beautiful. It is a seven-rooms house.
4. My father asked us not to spending too much time playing computer games.
Part 5: Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first one. Use NO
MORE THAN FOUR WORDS. (2.0ms)
1. Mary said to me: “I will come to see you tomorrow”

→Mary told me that she ….........................................................................me the day after.
2. Hong Hanh will hold a fashion show next week.
→ A fashion show will…...........................................................................Hanh next week.
3. Let’s collect unused clothes for the victims of the natural disaster.
→ I suggest…...............................................................the victims of the natural disaster.
4. We sometimes visit the museum. It opens on public holidays.
→ The museum …........................................................................opens on public holidays.
Part 6. Complete the passage with the words given in the list. Make changes if necessary.
There are more words than needed. Number 0 is an example. (1,0 m)
get
fresh
bad
good
die
use
polluted
The world’s forests are (0) getting smaller, and this is causing many problems. The
large forests of the world make most of our (1) …................... air. As these forests get smaller,
the air gets (2)…...................... . Bad air causes many health problems for people. In addition, the
forests are home to many animals. Many of these animals are (3)….......................as the forests
get smaller. This is bad for human because many of these animals are (4)…...................... to
human.
Part 7: Read the following passage and decide if the statements that follow are TRUE or
FALSE. (1.0m)
Rain forests are home to huge numbers of plants and animals. Scientists are discovering
new one at all time. Some rain forest plants are used for medicine. Scientists believe that there
may be many other plants that could be used to treat cancer and other diseases. Rain forests are
like the “lungs” of planet Earth. The trees take up a gas called carbon dioxide. They give off gas
called oxygen. All animals must breathe oxygen in order to live. Too much carbon dioxide in the
air could make Earth grow warmer. For thousands of years, people have lived in the rain forests.
People native to the forest hunt wild animals and collect plants for food. They use certain rain
forests plants for medicines.
Questions:
1. Scientists are discovering new plants all the time.
2. Rain forests give off a great deal of oxygen.
3. Rain forests are like the “lungs” of planet Earth.
4. Earth could grow warmer with too much carbon dioxide in the air.
THE END

